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Storica’s mission is to become the leading Armenian wine 
import, sales and marketing company in North America

Armenia has a decorated, ancient history in quality winemaking – the current wine 
renaissance in Armenia enables the country to compete on a global scale

Storica is building the distribution, marketing, sales, & operational infrastructure to seize 
this opportunity to lead Armenian wine into N. America, the world’s largest wine market
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ARMENIAN WINE IS GAINING MOMENTUM

Armenia is becoming a resonant wine region, and we have positioned 
Storica Wines to become the market leader in the US 

High quality wines
Awards, top ratings, consistently positive reaction from wine critics, sommeliers, and 

consumers nationally

Rapid sales growth
$90k in sales in 2020, $710k in 2021

Sales of 2830 cases as of June 2022, 70% growth from June 2021

Market leader extending our pole position
Exclusive rights to top brands

National footprint with prime distribution partners

World class team with decades of industry experience and relationships

Source: Storica
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PORTFOLIO AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

Eight Medals at TexSom 2022

International wine competition, 
over 2,000 total wines submitted 

from 24 countries

High Major Publication Ratings 

88-92 on six of our wines, by 
Wine Enthusiast Wine & Spirits 
Magazine and 90-91 on tow of 

our wines, by SommJournal

Strong Vivino Scores 

4.0 or higher on 12 of 16 wines 
in our portfolio

Our portfolio has won awards at international competitions and garnered 
top ratings from industry publications & consumers

Source: Storica
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SALES GROWTH

Our sales grew 70% from 1H 2021 to 1H 2022

Target: FY 2022 sales of 7,000-8,000 cases, $800K-1M in Gross Sales

Faster, larger repeat orders from 
existing distributors in major markets

Three launches with new distributors; 
three additional new launches 

planned for 2H 2022

National promotional effort planned 
to incentivize buying during peak 

holiday season

*Note: These projections are based on our assumptions and there is no guarantee these projections can be met or within the stated timeline. 
Source: Storica
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THE MARKET OPPORTUNITY

Given the early response we’ve garnered in the US market, along with Armenia’s advantages and resonant story, we believe 
Armenia can become a $20-40M of annual US wine import value market in the next five years.*

Value of US Wine Imports by 
Country of Origin, 2020 

in $millions; Source: OEC World Trade Data**

Storica is a significant importer of 
Armenian wine to the US

Trade Value = gross revenue to 
the winery; as importer, our gross 

sale value is 2-3x Trade Value

Does not include Canada (~20% of 
US import market) or Duty Free 

(Cruiselines and Airlines)Our long-range growth 
target is to increase 

South Africa’s import 
value 40x*

*Note: These projections are based on our assumptions and there is no guarantee these projections can be met or within the stated timeline. For more details on the assumptions for future 
projections, please see additional information on slide 22. For more details on risks to achieving this revenue and in this timeline, please view some of the identified risks on slides 16-17.
**Source: OEC World Trade Data
Source: Storica

https://oec.world/en/profile/bilateral-product/wine/reporter/usa?redirect=true:~:text=In%202020%2C%20United%20States%20imported%20%245.28B%20in%20Wine%2C%20mainly,%2C%20and%20Spain%20(%24309M).
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OUR BRANDS AND PRODUCTS

Storica owns exclusive national import rights to seven brands. These brands only use grape varietals indigenous to 
Armenia, and are founded by Armenian winemakers who are leading the fine winemaking renaissance in country 

17 Products (or SKUs)*: 9 Still Reds ; 4 Still Whites ; 2 Roses ; 2 Sparkling Whites

*Note: Oshin Areni (Red) Reserve and Voskehat (White) Reserve not pictured.
Source: Storica
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EXPANDING DISTRIBUTION FOOTPRINT

We are currently working with 16 distributors in 22 states around the country; we expect continued growth as 
many of our distributors have worked with us for less than a year*

INITIAL STATES

with at least 12 months of 
distribution

Massachusetts
Maine

Minnesota
Texas

California
Illinois
Utah

Florida

NEW STATES

with less than 12 months of 
distribution

New York
New Jersey

Alabama
Washington DC

Maryland
Virginia

Rhode Island
Louisiana

Mississippi
Tennessee
Missouri
Oregon

North Carolina
Michigan

TARGET STATES

states where a distributor has 
expressed interest in working 

with our portfolio

Pennsylvania
Georgia

Washington
Idaho

South Carolina
New Mexico

Colorado
Arizona

New Hampshire** 
Vermont**

*It typically takes 2-3 years for a wine portfolio in a new state to ramp up to steady state volume, per commentary from several of our distribution partners based on their experience with other brands.
**These states are an expansion of our relationship with MS Walker.
Source: Storica
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PRESS

Additional past and upcoming 
periodicals featuring Storica 
and the story of Armenian wine:

Press hits for our portfolio and Armenian wine broadly have grown in 
recurrence and quality of periodicals covering this region

Source: Storica
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DIGITAL MARKETING PRESENCE

Our digital marketing efforts are focused on telling the story of Armenia as a wine region and highlighting the 
strong adoption and reception from both consumers and the wine community

Our digital approach is to compliment our “physical” marketing 
activities (industry and consumer events, trade shows, tastings, 
etc.) with continued digital content creation and dissemination 
through all social channels (IG, Tik-Tok, Twitter, FB, LinkedIn)

We plan to expand our digital presence to include sales through 
online channels (potential partnership with Vivino in 2H 2022; in 

discussions with wine clubs with large subscriber base)

Source: Storica
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“DEPTH & BREADTH” IN SALES ACTIVITIES

We use a variety of sales methods to incentivize placements at top-tier restaurants & 
retail shops and to drive sell-through by engaging the wine community & consumers

Tactic Description Rationale

Incentive 

Programs

Financial 

bonuses to sales 

reps for new 

placements, 

order volumes

Clear “carrot” to drive sales, 

particularly in top-tier accounts 

(restaurants by-the-glass); represents 

“beachfront real estate” for brand 

credibility & future sales growth

Trade Lunches 

& Tastings

2 to 3-hour event 

to taste through 

portfolio & 

present story of 

Armenian wine

Focused setting where story + 

product can be delivered 

simultaneously to create awareness 

and buzz among influencers and 

buyers in each market

Winemaker 

Market Visits

4-6 city tour 

where Storica 

team member + 

winemaker visit 

accounts

Most markets want to hear the 

story/taste the wine with the “creator;” 

often leads to quick sales wins and 

builds brand into hearts and minds of 

reps and accounts by putting a face 

to a name

Consumer 

events 

Organized 

dinners/tastings, 

sometimes with 

Armenian 

organizations 

Consumer-level awareness 

generation; getting the wines into 

hundreds of “hands and mouths” 

alongside compelling storytelling 

Source: Storica
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LARGE VOLUME SALES OPPORTUNITIES

We are actively pursuing private label, wine club and 3rd party online 
storefront partnerships, along with “duty-free” (cruiselines & airlines) 
businesses

Winery with locations in multiple 
states around the country

Will be including one of our wineries 
in their first “International Wines” 
private label launch in Fall 2022

Also have a wine club featuring 2-3 
wines per quarter (interested in 

including multiple products from our 
portfolio in upcoming programs)

Buyers from major cruiselines, 
including Carnival and Royal 

Caribbean have tasted through our 
wines and expressed interest in a 

few products

Submitted Requests for Proposal 
(RFPs) for AA and United’s new 
domestic & international wine 

programs in Q4 2022 and Q2 2023

Storica Online Shop fulfillment 
partner (ATC) has major online 
rating and buying partnerships, 
including with Vivino; offered to 

connect with senior team there for 
wines rated above 4.0 (12 of 16 in 

our portfolio)

Source: Storica
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SPOTLIGHT: KEUSH BRAND TARGET

We believe that Keush, our “methode traditionelle” (Champagne method) sparkling wine brand, 
could potentially be an attractive acquisition target given the current and growing global 
Champange shortage*

FLUCTUATING 
DEMAND

Champagne region 
trade organization 

reduced production by 
25% in 2020 in 

response to the initial 
Pandemic slowdown in 

consumption

“PREMIUMIZATION” 
TREND 

Demand for premium 
champagne brands @ 
higher prices is forcing 

lower production 
across bigger 

Champagne houses + 
demand issues at 

smaller ones

UNPRECEDENTED 
WEATHER ISSUES

Several growers 
lost more than half 

of their vines in 
2020; the 2021 
harvest was the 

smallest in 
decades

KEUSH ORIGINS NV 
PRODUCTION RAMP

Our top-selling item, the non-
vintage brut sparkling wine 

from Keush, has strong 
demand

The winery has ramped 
production since 2020

Anticipated volume 
allocations of 60k bottles in 
2024, 100k bottles in 2025, 
and 150k+ bottles in 2026 

and beyond

*Source: WineEnthusiast
Source: Storica

https://www.winemag.com/2021/12/15/champagne-shortage-why/
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NEXT 12-18 MONTH TARGET MILESTONES

• Target FY 2022 sales of 7,000-8,000 cases ($850k-1M in gross sales); “set the table” for profitability in 2023+*

• Continue to expand distribution footprint (23-28 states by EOY 2022; coverage of all major metro areas)

• Prioritize by-the-glass and by-the-bottle menu placements in fine dining establishments

• Portfolio expansion: adding NOA of Areni as a 7th brand in our portfolio in Fall 2022, along with new products in our 
private label “Shofer” and 1-2 additional products in existing brands

• Close our first duty-free (cruiselines & airlines) customer, initiate new private label partnership

• Drive continued consumer awareness through digital-forward marketing and added emphasis on traditional wine 
industry marketing (articles in top-tier wine publications, attending trade shows, conferences, tasting events)

*Note: These projections are based on our assumptions and there is no guarantee these projections can be met or within the stated timeline.
Source: Storica
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SERIES A FINANCING

We’re raising $3M to fuel continued growth in our activities to introduce the 
Armenian wine category to North America

Use of Proceeds:

• People (6-8 part-time sales hires in key metro areas)

• Sales (increase tactical spend to drive placements 
and sell-through of entire portfolio)

• Marketing (invest in broader digital presence and 
targeted consumer awareness campaigns)

• Inventory (secure ample supply to support core and 
non-core sales growth)

Our goal is for this financing to bring us to 
cash flow positive and steady EBITDA margins 

in the 15-20% range within 2-4 years* 

*Note: These projections are based on our assumptions and there is no guarantee these projections can be met or within the stated timeline.
Source: Storica
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RISK FACTORS

An investment in the Shares involves a number of risks. You should carefully consider the following risks and other information in this 
Memorandum and information contained in the Subscription Agreement before purchasing the Shares. This investment is highly speculative and 
you may lose all or a part of your investment.

Risks Related to the Company’s Operations and Industry:

• Our risk management efforts may not be effective which could result in unforeseen losses.
• We are exposed to the risk of natural disasters, unusual weather conditions, pandemic outbreaks, political events, war and terrorism that could 

disrupt business and result in lower sales, increased operating costs and capital expenditures.
• We are susceptible to adverse economic conditions.
• We rely and expect to rely on a combination of confidentiality, assignment, and license agreements with our employees, consultants, and third 

parties with whom we have relationships, as well as intellectual property laws to protect our proprietary rights.
• Security breaches and improper access to or disclosure of our data or user data, or other hacking and phishing attacks on our systems, could 

harm our reputation and adversely affect our business.
• The Company is obligated to pay certain fees and expenses.
• The Company has a limited operating history, which makes it hard to evaluate its ability to generate revenue through operations.
• We may not be able to raise additional funds if and when needed.
• To the extent that we seek to expand our operations and increase our reserves through acquisitions, we may experience issues in executing 

acquisitions or integrating acquired operations.
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RISK FACTORS

Risks Related to the Company and our Business:

• The Company may experience fluctuations in its quarterly results.
• Our financial condition and results of operation will depend on our ability to 

manage future growth effectively.
• Regulatory, legal and tax changes may adversely affect the Company.
• The Company is undertaking this Offering pursuant to a private offering 

exemption.
• There will exist recourse to the Company’s assets.
• General economic conditions and recent events may affect the Company and 

its operations.
• Negative publicity could adversely affect our business and operating results.
• We may fail to implement our business plan.
• There may be unanticipated obstacles to the execution of the Company’s 

business model.
• Management has broad discretion as to the use of proceeds.
• The Company’s results are dependent on successful initiatives and acceptance 

by customers of the Company’s products and services.
• Declining economic conditions could negatively impact our business.
• There exists an inability to accurately forecast future revenue and growth.
• The Company is dependent on current management and on our key personnel.
• We have a limited operating history and thus are subject to risks of business 

development.

Risks Related to this Offering and the Shares:

• The offering price of the Shares has been determined arbitrarily.
• If the Company ceases operations the Shares will have limited or no value or 

use.
• There is a risk of uninsured losses.
• There is no assurance that purchasers of the Shares will receive a return on their 

investment.
• Investors may lack information for monitoring their investment.
• The Shares have no material history.
• Investing in private placements is risky.
• There may be adverse tax consequences for Investors upon certain future 

events.
• Prospective Investors must undertake their own due diligence.
• You have no ability to withdraw from your investment.
• While the stockholders have a right to vote thereon, the Board and the officers 

they designate will make all management decisions.
• If the Shares ever become transferable, such transactions may be irreversible, 

and, accordingly, losses due to fraudulent or accidental transactions may not be 
recoverable.

• Investors should expect to hold their Shares for an indefinite period of time.
• There is no public market for the Shares, so Investors may be unable to dispose 

of their investment.
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DISCLOSURE

DISCLOSURE AND FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This presentation contains certain statements that may include 'forward looking statements’ within the meaning of federal securities laws. All statements, other than statements of historical facts,
included herein are 'forward-looking statements.’ Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in these forward-looking statements are reasonable, they do involve assumptions,
risks and uncertainties, and these expectations may prove to be incorrect. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this
presentation. The Company's actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of a variety of factors, including those discussed in the
Company's periodic reports that are filed with and available from the Securities and Exchange Commission. All forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or persons acting on its behalf
are expressly qualified in their entirety by these factors. Other than as required under the securities laws, the Company does not assume a duty to update these forward-looking statements. The
financial information and data contained in this presentation is unaudited and does not conform to the Securities and Exchange Commission's Regulation S-X. This presentation includes certain
estimated financial information and forecasts that are not derived in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), and which may be deemed to be non-GAAP financial
measures within the meaning of Registration G promulgated by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Recipient acknowledges that US securities laws prohibit any Person who has received
from an issuer any material, non-public information from purchasing or selling securities of such issuer or from communicating such information to any other Person under circumstances in which it
is reasonably foreseeable that such Person is likely to purchase or sell such securities

FOR ACCREDITED INVESTOR USE ONLY – DISCLAIMERS

This Investor Summary (this “Investor Summary”) is being furnished by or on behalf of the Company based on information provided or furnished by the Company or from publicly available sources.
Any information contained in this Investor Summary is being furnished for informational purposes only. The information contained herein is confidential and is provided for the exclusive use of the
recipient and may not be reproduced, provided or disclosed to others, or used for any other purpose, without written authorization by JUSTLY Markets, LLC. (“Placement Agent”) and the Company,
and upon request must be returned to the Company or Placement Agent. JUSTLY Markets, LLC (“JUSTLY”) a Delaware limited liability, is a FINRA/SEC registered Broker Dealer in connection with any
transaction involving the Company pertaining to the matters contained herein. This Investor Summary is not intended to be and does not constitute financial advice or any other advice, is general in
nature and not specific to any recipient. Recipients are responsible for their own investment research and investment decisions. This Investor Summary is for informational purposes only. Recipients
should not construe any such information or other material as legal, tax, investment, financial, or other advice. Nothing contained on this Investor Summary constitutes a solicitation,
recommendation, endorsement, or offer by Placement Agent or any third-party service provider to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments in this or in any other jurisdiction in which
such solicitation or offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. All content in this Investor Summary is information of a general nature and does not address the
circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Nothing in this Investor Summary constitutes professional and/or financial advice, nor does any information in this Investor Summary constitute a
comprehensive or complete statement of the matters discussed or the law relating thereto. Placement Agent is not a fiduciary by virtue of any person’s use of or access to this Investor Summary or
the information contained herein. Recipients alone assume the sole responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks associated with the use of any information or other content in this Investor
Summary before making any decisions based on such information or other content.
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DISCLOSURE

In exchange for using this Investor Summary, recipients agree not to hold Placement Agent, its affiliates or any third-party service provider liable for any possible claim for damages arising from any
decision recipients make based on information or other content made available to recipients through this Investor Summary. This Investor Summary is provided on an “as is” basis without warranties
of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to warranties of title or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The disclaimers of liability contained
herein apply to any damages or injury caused by any failure of performance, error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer virus, communication line
failure, theft or destruction or unauthorized access to, alteration of, or use of record, whether for breach of contract, tortious behavior, negligence, or under any other cause of action. Any recipient of
this Investor Summary acknowledges that Placement Agent are not liable for the defamatory, offensive, or illegal conduct of other third parties, members, or other users of the Investor Summary. In
no event will Placement Agent or any person or entity involved in creating, producing, or distributing content of this Investor Summary be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, or
consequential damages (including but not limited to lost profits or trading losses) arising out of the use of or inability to use this Investor Summary or out of the breach of any warranty. Placement
Agent neither endorses nor is responsible for the accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advice, information or statement on this Investor Summary. Under no circumstances will Placement Agent be
liable for any loss or damage caused by any recipient’s reliance on information obtained through the content on this Investor Summary. The information contained herein has not been independently
verified, and neither the Company, Placement Agent nor its respective affiliates make any representation or warranty (expressed or implied) as to the accuracy or completeness of this Investor
Summary or any statements, estimates or projections contained herein, and none of them will have any liability for any recipient’s use of this Investor Summary or any other oral, written, or other
communications transmitted to the recipient in the course of its evaluation of the Company.

This Investor Summary includes certain forward-looking statements, estimates and projections provided by, and with respect to the anticipated future performance of the Company. In some cases,
recipients can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “may”, “estimates”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “will”, “should”, “could”, “expects”, “believes”, or “predicts”. Such statements,
estimates, and projections reflect various assumptions and elements of subjective judgment made by management concerning anticipated results, which are subject to business, economic, and
competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond the control of the Company and which may or may not prove to be correct. This Investor Summary contains certain projected
financial information that reflects management’s projections as to anticipated future results based upon assumptions that are inherently uncertain, including assumptions as to the size of the market
in which it competes, general industry conditions, and other factors. The assumptions are based upon management’s judgment. As a result, no representation or warranty is made as to the feasibility
of the projected financial information included in this Investor Summary. The only information that will have any legal effect will be that which is specifically represented or warranted in a definitive
agreement relating to a transaction with the Company and executed on behalf of the Company and a third party. This Investor Summary is only being made available to parties who have signed and
returned a non-disclosure agreement and recipients are therefore bound by the terms of such non-disclosure agreement in respect of all information contained herein. The Company and Placement
Agent accept no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties with respect to any re-distribution of the Investor Summary. Placement Agent anticipate receiving a fee from the Company in
connection with the transaction contemplated herein. This Investor Summary is not, and under no circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as a securities broker or dealer in any
jurisdiction. This material is general and broad insofar as it does not have regard to the particular circumstances or needs of any specific person who may read it. Recipients should not regard this
Investor Summary as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. The Company reserves the right to negotiate with one or more prospective third parties at any time and to enter into a
definitive agreement relating to a transaction with the Company without prior notice to the recipient or other prospective third parties. Also, the Company reserves the right, at any time, to terminate
the further participation in the investigation and process by any party and to modify any procedures without giving advance notice or providing any reason thereof. The Company also reserves the
right during the evaluation period to take any action, whether within or outside the ordinary course of business. Neither this Investor Summary nor its delivery to recipients shall constitute or be
construed to be an offer to sell any securities of the Company. Neither the Company nor Placement Agent expect to update or otherwise revise this Investor Summary or other materials supplied
herewith.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Kristen Kuliga

Director of Investments

JUSTLY Markets, LLC

t: (617) 901 - 9941

e: kkuliga@investjustly.com

Eugenio Briales

Vice President, Head of Capital Markets

JUSTLY Markets, LLC

t: (617) 852 - 4952

e: ebriales@investjustly.com

Securities offered through JUSTLY Markets, LLC, member of FINRA/SIPC, a registered broker/dealer and wholly owned subsidiary of Ideanomics, Inc. 
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STORICA WINE TEAM

Lisa Granik, MW
Director of Strategic Development

Recognized worldwide as an authority on 
the wines of Georgia and the Caucuses

Wrote “Wines of Georgia,” the pre-
eminent publication covering the history 
and present day of wines from the 
country of Georgia

1 of 56 Masters of Wine in the US, the 
highest level of credentialed wine expert 
in the world; regularly tours the US to 
meet with sommeliers, judge wine 
competitions, and participate in MW 
educational programming

Ara Sarkissian
General Manager & Head of Wine

Holds the Wine and Spirit Educational 
Trust's Diploma in Wines and Spirits, and 
has earned the Certified Wine Educator 
title granted by the Society of Wine 
Educators

Serves on the faculty of the Boston 
University Wine Program, and acts as a 
wine buyer for a chain of stores in Boston

Board member of the Boston Sommelier 
Society, and in 2020 he was invited to 
join the Master of Wine program

Janet Pouchot
NYC/CA Regional Manager

10+ years in the top segments of the wine 
industry, including as sommelier for 
Restaurant DANIEL, in retail with Sherry-
Lehmann, as US Brand Development Manager 
for Peter Lehmann Wines, Sales Manager for 
Negociants USA, in the New Zealand wine 
industry as Campaign Manager for NZTE

Currently working as Business Manager for the 
Americas for Craggy Range winery alongside 
her post as Regional Manager for Storica 

Simon Baiatian
New England Regional Manager

Simon brings 15+ years of experience in 
wine sales and  portfolio management.. 

Simon developed a passion for wine since 
being introduced to it in Armenia, where he 
is originally from. He followed his passion 
through building his career in  sales and 
marketing. 

He holds the Certified Sommelier 
Certification and is currently a WSET 
Diploma candidate. 
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STORICA WINE TEAM

Dana Farner, MBA
West Coast Regional Manager

Court of Master Sommeliers member; 
18 years of experience in the wine 
industry as a sommelier, beverage 
director, and senior wine advisor for 
several major US based hospitality 
groups, including the Wolfgang Puck 
group

Former Western Regional Manager for 
SevenFifty, and National Sales Manager 
for on-premise accounts for Massanois

Part-time US Market Manager for 
Maison Mirabeau, alongside Storica 
role focused on SoCal market alongside 
AZ and NV

Brian Liska
Southeast Regional Manager

Over 25 years in the industry, focused 
on the Southeast region of the US

Started with SGWS in South Florida, 
followed by stints at Terlato Wines 
International in the Southeast, where he 
helped build brands such as Santa 
Margherita, Rutherford Hill and 
Chapoutier

Served as the first SE Regional Manager 
for Gerard Bertrand Wines, and the 
Boisset Collection

Kev DerKevorkian
Founder, Brand Amabssador

12+ years of B2B Sales & Marketing 
experience at ZoomInfo & Ovum

WSET Level 1 Certified; enrolled in 
Level 2 program

Born in Yerevan, Armenia, with deep 
ties to local travel & tourism 
industry; trained with Vahe 
Keushguerian, a preeminent 
winemaker in Armenia.

Zack Armen
Founder, President

15+ years of experience in strategic 
finance, early venture corporate 
development and fundraising

Former Goldman Sachs, MIT Sloan 
MBA, and Associate at Flagship 
Pioneering;
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THE VALUE CHAIN & UNIT ECONOMICS

Storica is an import company in the value chain; we purchase finished wines from 
Armenia and transport them via truck/ship to Port of Newark, NJ to a central warehouse in 
Jersey City, NJ, where they are sold to our distribution partners around the country

6-8 weeks 2-4 months 1-3 months 3-6 weeks

Transport 
from 

Armenia

Sale to 
Distributor

Sale to 
Store or 

Restaurant

Sale to 
Customer

As importers, we will earn a 30-35% gross margin; we expect 
our net margins to steady state around 15-20% over time 

Source: Storica
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PRO FORMA FINANCIALS

• Sales volumes based on projected annual 
sales by state (in cases, or 12-bottle packs) 

• “Non-core” sales = private label partnerships 
with wineries, wine clubs/third party online 
storefronts, sales in Canada, and to 
cruiselines/airlines

• COGS = price paid to wineries + import 
logistics, customs tax, and warehouse 
storage/handling costs

• Our revenue rate is the price paid to us by our 
distributors (they handle costs of domestic 
transport, logistics, warehousing thereafter)

• Our wineries have agreed to price freezes 
through EOY 2023; we do not expect any 
significant pricing changes thereafter

Source: Storica
Note: These projections are based on our assumptions and there is no guarantee these projections can be met. These assumptions include but are not limited to achieving the $3M funding target for the current raise, hitting the 
sales targets underlying these projections in the first line. Risks to achieving these projections include not meeting these assumptions or target milestones identified on slide 18 and any unforeseen circumstances that could 
adversely affect the business. For more information on the risks to achieving these projections, please refer to slides 16 and 17.

Note: sales volumes listed in cases (Twelve 750ml bottles per case); 2022 sales include actuals through April 2022

2021 (Actuals) 2022 (P) 2023 (P) 2024 (P) 2025 (P)

TOTAL US SALES VOLUME 4,750           7,100           17,150         25,900         35,300         
in bottles 57,000            85,200            205,800          310,800          423,600          

Non-Core US Distribution Sales

Cruiselines/Airlines -                    250                   1,000               3,500               6,000               

Canada -                    -                    500                   1,500               2,000               

Online/DTC 111                   150                   350                   1,000               1,500               

TOTAL NON-CORE US VOLUME 111              400              1,850           6,000           9,500           

GRAND TOTAL 4,861           7,500           19,000         31,900         44,800         
in bottles 58,332            90,000            228,000          382,800          537,600          

Storica Gross Sale Rate ($/case) 130.0$            128.0$            128.0$            130.0$            132.0$            

Other Income 78,982$           -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 

Gross Sales 710,912$     960,000$     2,432,000$  4,147,000$  5,913,600$  

Gross Margin (%) 29% 33% 33% 33% 33%

COGS ($) 502,998$        643,200$        1,629,440$     2,778,490$     3,962,112$     

Net Revenue ($) 207,914$        316,800$        802,560$        1,368,510$     1,951,488$     

Expenses

Staffing (Salaries, Bonuses, etc.) 502,781$        560,000$        625,000$        625,000$        625,000$        

T&E 10,000$           35,000$           35,000$           35,000$           35,000$           

Sales Promotions & Incentives 25,000$           100,000$        125,000$        115,000$        100,000$        

Marketing (Digital, PR, Events, etc.) 150,000$        75,000$           125,000$        115,000$        100,000$        

Other (Finance, Tax, Misc.) 10,000$           25,000$           15,000$           15,000$           15,000$           

Total Expenses 697,781$        795,000$        925,000$        905,000$        875,000$        

Net Profit (Loss) (489,867)$   (478,200)$   (122,440)$   463,510$     1,076,488$  
Net Margin (%) -69% -50% -5% 11% 18%
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QUALITY PLACEMENTS

Our wines are getting placements at fine dining establishments around the country

Source: Storica
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TESTIMONIALS FROM THE MARKET

Sales reps and our distributors love our wines and continue to get profoundly positive 
response from their market work with stores and restaurants

Source: Emails received by Storica
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TESTIMONIALS FROM THE MARKET

Sales reps and our distributors love our wines and continue to get profoundly positive 
response from their market work with stores and restaurants

Source: Emails received by Storica
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What makes Armenia a hidden 
winemaking gem?
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Direct, concentrated sunlight and 
dramatic temperature stresses the 
grapes, which result in fuller character 
and thicker skin; in the glass you find 
vivid colors, vibrant flavor profiles, and 
strong tannins essential for making age-
worthy wines

High Elevation Vineyards 
1000-1400m above sea level

Volcanic and Limestone Soil

High elevation vineyards (2,000 – 4,500 feet above sea level) provide direct, concentrated 
sunlight and dramatic temperature that stress the grapes and extended the ripening periods, 
resulting in fuller character and thicker skin. In the glass you find vivid colors, vibrant flavor 
profiles, and strong tannins essential for making age-worthy wines.

In Armenia, the vineyard soil is predominantly volcanic with some areas of 
limestone and clay in the south. Volcanic soils provide good drainage and 
encourage grapevines to grow deep to seek nutrients, resulting in the 
development of desirable flavor and texture compounds. Meanwhile 
limestone soil retains moisture in dry weather and offers good drainage in 
cold weather.

Source: Storica
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Direct, concentrated sunlight and 
dramatic temperature stresses the 
grapes, which result in fuller character 
and thicker skin; in the glass you find 
vivid colors, vibrant flavor profiles, and 
strong tannins essential for making age-
worthy wines

Indigenous grape varieties that 
have survived millennia

Armenia is home to 400+ grape varietals; 
Areni, Voskehat, and Sireni are leading the 
resurgence of these re-discovered 
indigenous grapes, along with Haghtanak, 
Kakhet, and Lalvari.

Source: Storica
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ARMENIA’S TERROIR & WINE REGIONS

Terroir

• High Elevation (600-
1800m above sea level)

• Intense, frequent sunlight 
(average of 300 sunny 
days/year)

• Diurnal variation; dry, 
extreme continental 
climate

• Soils: mostly volcanic, 
some with limestone & 
clay

• Old vines; ancient varieties

• RESULT: expressive, 
aromatic flavor & aroma 
profile, and bold structure

Note: Artsakh is another wine region of Armenia that 
is home to a beautiful, indigenous varietal named 
“Sireni.” Storica plans to bring on a top-quality brand 
from this region in Q3/Q4 of 2022

Aragats Vayots Dzor

Source: Storica
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ARMENIA’S RICH WINE HISTORY

• Armenia is home to the Areni-1 Cave, where a 6,100 
year old winemaking facility was unearthed, and 
remains the oldest excavated winery in the world

• According to the Biblical narrative, Noah’s ark landed 
on Mt. Ararat, one of the most recognized symbols of 
Armenia’s geography; the vineyards Noah planted 
when the waters of the great flood receded would have 
been in Ararat Valley, one of Armenia’s wine regions

• Armenia was recognized by Greeks and Romans as 
a place known for viticulture and wine

• During Medieval Times, historical documents show 
that wine from Armenia was used as medicine, 
currency, and as part of festivities and church services

• Much of Armenia’s historic winemaking regions were 
ignored during the Soviet period, when winemaking 
took a backseat to brandy production

• Since Armenia gained its independence after the 
collapse of the USSR, a new generation of 
winemakers and grape-growers have ushered in an 
era of re-discovery and renaissance

Oldest known winery 
discovered in Armenia 

from ~4000BC (top left); 
ancient clay amphorae 

(Karas) aging (other 
images); map of ancient 

Armenia, a central 
thoroughfare of the silk 

road (bottom right)

Source: Storica



PORTFOLIO RATINGS

Source: Storica
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TEXSOM 2022: 8 AWARDS FOR STORICA PORTFOLIO

TEXSOM is an annual 
International Wine 
Awards competition in 
May 

In the 2022 competition, 
2,036 wines were 
submitted for review 
representing 24 
countries 

Of the entries judged, 

• Judges Selection 
Medal given to 70 
entries (3.4% of total)

• Platinum Medal given 
to 70 entries (3.4% of 
total)

• Gold Medal given to 
91 entries (4.5% of 
total)

x1 x2

x1 x3 x1

Van Ardi Estate Blend (Red)
Keush Blanc de Noir 2017 (Sparkling White)

Voskevaz Areni Noir 2017 (Red)

Keush Brut Nature 2018 (Rose)

Keush Origins NV (Sparkling White)

Van Ardi Areni Reserve (Red)

Voskevaz Voskehat 2017 (White)

Voskevaz Haghtanak 2017 (Red)

Source: Storica
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KEUSH

Traditional champagne-method produced sparkling white and rose wines. Brand name comes from the founder and winemaker, Vahe Keushguerian, one of the 
pioneers and preeminent players in today’s Armenian wine renaissance (pictured below, right with his daughter, Aimee, the founder and brandowner of Zulal)

Grapes are sourced from high 
elevation vineyards (1750m above sea 

level) and grown in volcanic soils. 
These are the highest vineyards in 
Armenia, and among the highest 
vineyards in the world to produce 

Methode Traditionelle

Source: Storica
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ZULAL

Zulal, which means “pure” in Ancient Armenian, was founded by Aimee Keushguerian (pictured below) to craft wines that express the purest characteristics of 
Armenian indigenous grape varieties. In addition to the leading grapes Voskehat and Areni, Zulal explores long forgotten varieties through a nursery program and 
micro-lots of varietal wines

Grapes are sourced from high elevation vineyards (1300-1500m above sea level) 
and grown in volcanic soils in the Vayots Dzor region (pictured above)

Source: Storica
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VAN ARDI

Van Ardi translates as ‘Sun of Van”, referring to the ancient capital of Armenia where founder Varuzhan Mouradian’s (pictured below) ancestors are from. Varuzhan 
moved to Armenia in 2008 to pursue his dream of making wine in Armenia after having lived in the US for many years

Since its inception, the estate has 
operated based on organic and 

biodynamic principles and is now 
currently working through the 

process of organic certification.

Source: Storica
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VOSKEVAZ

Voskevaz winery, family owned and established in 1997 by Davit Hovhannisyan (pictured below) in the Aragatsotn region of Armenia, work with quality-focused 
growers in various regions to source grapes for their “Karasi collection” wines, which are fermented in traditional clay amphorae (Karas, pictured below right), 
and matured in oak barrels – a perfect marriage of ancient and modern techniques

Voskevaz’ winery – a small fairytale castle with unique 
architecture – was designed by Davit’s two brothers, 

Gagik (a California-based artist) and Armen (a 
goldsmith). The family’s intention was to build a 

picturesque winery to attract ecotourism to the region, 
which is 40 miles west of Armenia’s capital (Yerevan). 

Source: Storica
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SHOFER

Shofer, the Armenian word for “chauffeur,” features the emblematic Soviet-era Lada car, used near-exclusively by the country’s cabbies. These drivers take 
pride in showing newcomers the richness of their homeland, and in facilitating everyday life in Armenia’s towns and cities. Like the Shofers, our wines are 
made to transport adventurous spirits to regions unknown and to celebrate the new and memorable.

The Storica team designed the Shofer brand to be fun 
and accessible to the US consumer, but with a story 

embedded in the rich culture and heritage of Armenia. 
Shofer wines are produced by top quality winemakers 

of Armenia, from the indigenous grape varietals of 
Areni (red, rose) and Voskehat (white)

Source: Storica


